I made and sell small leather goods such as wallets, key chains or card holder with premium leather. Let me know if you need one!

Leathercrafting – It is therapeutic and I will stay so focus and forget about things happening around me. Also like to read or hiking/jungle trekking (escape to nature)
DISH
Not a foodie person but prefer sandwich, burger, hotpot

MOVIE/SHOW
Sci-Fiction

FAVORITES

MUSIC TYPES
Don’t have a particular favorite musician or band but generally into Indie pop, Mando pop

DESTINATION
Nature
LIFE DIMENSIONS

CAREER

PERSONAL GROWTH

FRIENDS AND FAMILY

SPIRITUALITY

HEALTH

CREATIVE OUTLETs

SOCIAL CAUSES
LEARNING STYLE

ASSIMILATOR
Best at understanding a wide range of information and putting it into concise, logical form

STRENGTH #1
I am very numerical driven, like to dive into numbers and data. Statistic bureau and annual reports are my good friends.

STRENGTH #2
Analytical and logical in analyzing or connecting the numbers into a story. Organizing information or content for ppt.

My buddy with opposite learning style is William (Divergent)

OPPORTUNITY
Always plan theoretically but fail when it comes to practical execution. That is opportunity I need to work on.